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A leader is capable to

• Sense the **intention**
• Project it out
• Attract opportunity **resources**
• Manage them
• Manifest the **purpose**

**Need to have:**

• Sensitivity and intuition to grasp the intention
• Power of projection to beam out the intention
• Magnetic attraction for opportunity attraction
• Caliber to deliver

Meditation to energize: 4-stroke breath (3min)
Manifesting is a creative process

The leader is a master of creativity going from perception, through conception to deliverance

• Progressive coherence to fulfill the manifestation of an intention
• The physiological process of creation from subtle to gross
• The inner intention is coherent with the outer projection

This works with the seed of what you are, what you do, where you go to fulfil short/long/life project.
Science of TRA

How the powerful projected reality of an intention can lead itself to manifestation if you do not interfere and instead serve it.

- it is about projection
- not to be able to do something
- let the natural process of manifestation of an intention happen - do not interfere
Physiology of intention I

• Nucleus and essence of the intention
  – You have clear blink of the core

• Proportional dimension of the vision
  – In your mind there is a vision, a photogram

• Structure that supports the mission
  – When you know the proportional dimension
    • you have a sense of the mission that will develop in time and space
    • then you should come out with a structure that supports it

Meditation entrepreneur - dimension of intention (7 min)
Physiology of intention II

• Characteristic and frequency of the projection
  – you do the screenplay to make the movie around the photogram

• Reverberation and attracting impact
  – beaming out the blink photogram needs energy rhythm soundtrack

“You are what you say. Do not say anything, which others do not understand. Do not say anything, which you do not mean to say. And do not say anything, which when you have said it, you cannot perform or stand by it.” [Yogi Bhajan]
Physiology of intention III

- Longitude and latitude and polarity that maintain the intention projected
  - original and actual progressive state of the intention
- Transitional orbit of the projected action
  - assessment of readdressing the direction
- Perfection and completion of the initial intention and purpose
  - finalize! when time and space offer the chance to complete

Meditation for creator (17 min)
Self-assessment

• Check your intuition, consciousness, intelligence and energy
• Go deeper by checking the eight steps of physiology of intention to understand, accept and correct what does not allow you to successfully honor your status and therefore deliver excellence